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xtremum seeking (ES) was invented in
1922 and is one of the oldest feedback
methods. Rather than regulation, its
purpose is optimization. For this reason,
applications of ES have often come
from energy systems. The first noted
publication on ES in the West is Draper and
Li's application to spark timing optimization in
internal combustion engines 1 . In the ensuing
decades, ES has been applied to gas turbines
and even nuclear fusion reactors. Renewable energy applications have brought a new
focus on the capabilities of ES algorithms.
In this article we present applications of ES in
two types of energy conversion systems for
renewable energy sources: wind and solar
energy. The goal for both is maximum power
point tracking (MPPT), or, the extraction of
the maximum feasible energy from the
system under uncertainty and in the absence
of a priori modeling knowledge about the
systems. For the wind energy conversion
system (WECS), MPPT is performed by
tuning the set point for the turbine speed
using scalar ES. Performing MPPT for the
photovoltaic (PV) array system entails tuning
the duty cycles of the DC/DC converters
employed in the system using multivariable
ES. Experimental results are provided for the
photovoltaic system.

Increasing availability of energy storage devices intensi-
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continuous oscillatory perturbation, also known as a
“probing function.” More importantly, ES does not merely
monitor the direction of the output response but exploits
the measured response to estimate the gradient of the power
map and update the control input in proportion to the gradient of the power map 3–6 .

system that needs careful parameter selection, particularly
the sampling period and perturbation amplitude. In contrast,
a stabilizing inner-loop control.

and the simplicity of hardware implementation. In addition
to a probing signal, the ES algorithm employs only an inteThe amplitude and frequency of the probing function in ES
the frequency selection is not as complicated as the selection

only a few restrictions in selecting the probing frequencies.

systems, it is enough to select the ES probing frequency
reasonably smaller than the highest frequency that can pass
uniform in speed for multiple modules.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section
introduces both gradient and Newton-based ES schemes.
Subsequently, a Scalar gradient-based ES is combined with
article more sophisticated schemes like the Newton-based
7.
desired closed-loop performance, for example, for speeding

θ

THE BASICS OF EXTREMUM SEEKING

A

gradient-based ES for multi-input static maps
is shown in Figure 1. The algorithm measures
the scalar signal y(t ) = Q( (t )), where Q ( . ) is
= [ 1, 2 , . . . , n ] T . The map has a unique maximum point at = [ 1* , * , . . . , n* ] where
( * ) = 0,
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of the unknown map around its maximum point.
Gradient estimation is helped by the signals
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FIGURE 1 The gradient-based ES for a static map.
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3
with nonzero perturbation amplitudes a and with
a gain matrix K that is diagonal. Some restrictions
are imposed on the probing frequencies, i
the unknown map, Q ( . )
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H. This
the Newton-based ES algorithm.
Figure 2,
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For Region II MPPT the turbine power is
related to the wind power as
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Γ̇ = ρΓ − ρΓĤΓ

where Tt is the rotor torque, t is the turbine
speed, and Cp is the non-dimensional power

×
Ĥ

×

N (t)

the turbine power to the wind power.
The turbine speed can be used to change
C p , which results in
power control and optimization. The MPPT
algorithm in sub-rated power region should
be able to guide the WT to its MPP regard-

wind speed,Vw , and the turbine speed, t .
The wind speed is a disturbance input and
the turbine speed can be manipulated to

FIGURE 2 A Newton-based ES for a static map.
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WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
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where R is the blade length,
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Because they are determined by K and ,
H.
the (local)
rate is user-assignable.
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FIGURE 3 Typical power curve of WT including
four operating regions.

is air density, and Vw is wind speed.
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is shown in Figure 5. Shown here, the reference inputs of the inner-loop control are tref
and | |ref. The MPP is parameterized by the
optimal turbine speed at each wind speed, as
estimated by the ES loop. The other control
input, | |ref
of the rotor which prevents induction generator from magnetic saturation.
Combination of the Controller and WECS
results in fast dynamics, while the dynamics
contained in the ES algorithm are of slow and
medium speeds. The algorithm estimates the
optimal turbine speed, tref = t* . With respect
to the controller-system's fast dynamics, this
can be considered a constant value.

Simulation Results on a WECS Model
A time frame of 30 seconds demonstrates the

FIGURE 4 Variation of the turbine power versus
turbine speed for different wind speeds.

and an auxiliary input, u2 , to achieve input-output decoupling in WECS
dynamics. Using one step of integration in front of Vom the extended
equations of WECS are introduced as follows:
.

x = f (x) + g1 u1 + g2u2 , x

9

,u

2

9

where x = [ i , i , , 0o ,Vom , r, 0, t ]T where i and i are stator currents,
0r
and
0 = t — pn
, r = 0t r dt, r is the rotor electrical
frequency, u1 = o is the electrical frequency of the stator, u2 is an auxiliary
input (voltage amplitude rate) which generates the voltage amplitude of
the stator.
As seen in Fig. 4, turbine speed controls power generation. Decoupling
oriented control (FOC). Turbine speed, x9
x 23 + x 24 , are
introduced as measurable outputs for this reason. Feedback linearization
is applied based on the selected outputs. This results in the regulation of
turbine speed, t , to its reference value tref, while the amplitude of rotor
| | = x 23 + x 24 , converges to its desired value, | |ref.

Wind Turbine Power Optimization
To overcome challenges associated with the conventional power control
and optimization algorithms and to remove the dependence of the MPPT
MPPT of WECS is employed.
Access to turbine power measurements and speed manipulation are
or turbine power, its power map has one MPP under any wind speed.
The proposed nonlinear control not only achieves the desired closedalso prevents magnetic saturation. The ES scheme with inner-loop control
16 MARCH 2014

and that of the conventional MPPT which is
based on P&O with an FOC in the inner loop.
The MPPT process is shown in Figure 6.
The extracted energy by our proposed
algorithm is 2.36% higher than the extracted
energy by the conventional MPPT and FOC.
Our algorithm provides perfect input-output
decoupling and guarantees a larger domain
of attraction, which increases performance
robustness with respect to the system paramthe competitiveness of wind energy.

PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS

E

xtremum seeking has been applied to
MPPT design for photovoltaic (PV) microconverter systems, where each PV module
is coupled with its own DC/DC converter.
Most existing MPPT designs are distributed
(decentralized), i.e., they employ one MPPT
loop around each converter, and all designs,
whether distributed or multivariable, are
gradient-based 2 . The convergence rate of
gradient-based designs depends on the
Hessian, which in turn is dependent on environmental conditions such as irradiance and
temperature. Consequently, when applied to
large PV arrays, the variability in conditions,
and/or PV module degradation, results in
non-uniform transients in the convergence
to the MPP. Using a multivariable gradientbased ES algorithm for the entire system
instead of a scalar one for each PV module,
decreases sensitivity to the Hessian, but does
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FIGURE 5 The ES algorithm for MPPT of the WECS with the inner-loop control.

Multivariable MPPT of PV Systems

not eliminate this dependence. The Newton-based ES algorithm is
used, as it simultaneously employs estimates of the gradient and
Hessian in the peak power tracking. The convergence rate of such
a design to the MPP is independent of the Hessian, with tunable
transient performance that is independent of environmental

convergence behavior under a wide
range of working conditions that
includes temperature and irradiance
variations and the non-symmetric
power generation of the neighboring
PV modules as a result of module
degradation or mismatch.

not addressed by this distributed control.
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of the proposed algorithm in comparison to existing scalar
designs, as well as multivariable, gradient-based ES.
Using a multivariable gradient-based ES MPPT design for the
micro-converter architecture, where each PV module is coupled
with its own DC/DC converter, reduces the number of required
sensors (hardware reduction). Transients under sudden changes
in solar irradiance are more uniform as is the environmental temperature in comparison to a scalar gradient-based ES for each
PV module. True of gradient-based designs, the convergence to
MPP is dependent on the unknown Hessian: it varies with irradiance, temperature, and module degradation and mismatch.
In comparison with the standard gradient-based multivariable
extremum seeking, the Newton-based ES removes the dependence of the convergence rate on the unknown Hessian and
makes the convergence rate of the parameter estimates userassignable. In particular, all the parameters can be designed to
converge with the same speed, yielding straight trajectories to
the extremum even with maps that have highly elongated level
sets. When applied to the MPPT problem in PV systems, the

Conventionally, each DC/DC converter has a
MPPT loop to extract maximum power from the
PV system (known as power optimizer in industry).
The output sides of the converters are connected
in series. The PV system is connected to the power
grid through a DC/AC inverter, which has its
separate controller. Two problems arise here. First,
two sensors, current and voltage, are required per
module which increase the levelized energy cost.

100

FIGURE 6

Proposed algorithm, MPPT
(solid red); conventional
P&O with FOC (dashed
blue); maximum power
available to the WECS
(dashed black) .
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Multivariable MPPT for
a PV system. One MPPT is
used for the entire system.
Temperature, and irradiance,
vary all over the modules.
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Figure 7 presents a multivariable MPPT based on an ES
scheme with the following features:
As it is applied to micro-converter systems, characterized by
non-unimodal power, the design specializes in the issue of
as a result of partially shaded conditions.
The use of the non-model-based ES technique enables the
design to respond robustly even with partial knowledge of
system parameters and operating conditions.
the multivariable model requires just 2 sensors—one for
the overall PV system current, and another for DC bus
Interactions between PV modules are inherent to the
multivariable design, so the transient performance is less
sensitive to variations in environmental conditions than
a corresponding scalar model.

Gradient-Based ES

The multivariable gradient-based ES design to MPPT
of the PV system can be used in Fig. 7. The ES gain,
K, is a positive diagonal matrix, and the perturba2 and 3.
^
In particular, the design derives an estimate G
of the gradient vector by adding the “probing signal”
^
^ ^
^
S(t) to the estimate D = [ D1, D 2, . . ., Dn ]T of the pulse
duration vector (of all the DC/DC converters). With
no additional information on the Hessian (and also
for simplicity), we choose the amplitudes of the
probing signals to all be the same value a. It can be
shown that for a proper set of ES parameters and
^
with K > 0, the estimate D of the pulse duration
vector and the output P settle in a small ball around
the optimal pulse duration D* = [ D1* , D2* , . . . , Dn* ] T
and the MPP P(D*), respectively. The lowest
probing frequency and its corresponding amplitude
Since the cost function P varies with irradiance,
temperature, and degradation of the PV modules,
so does H
K
gence rates for each converter. In order to alleviate
the issue of unknown Hessian dependent conver-

Maximizing the power generated by all PV modules is equal to
P=

n
i =1

10

Pi = Vdc Idc .

For a micro-converter structure including n PV modules in
n
cascade connection, there exists D*
such that
P
*
D (D )
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= 0,

2

P (D*)
D2

T

= H < 0, H = H .

11

version of the multivariable Newton-based ES. The
Newton-based algorithm makes the convergence
rate of the parameter estimates user-assignable.
In particular, all the parameters can be designed
to converge with the same speed, yielding straight
trajectories to the extremum even with maps that
have highly elongated level sets. When applied to
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FIGURE 8 Multivariable Newton-based ES for MPPT of a PV system. The purple part is
added to the gradient-based ES to estimate the Hessian.
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FIGURE 10 Variation of power versus time. The Newton algorithm shows uniform and fast transient
with low steady-state error.
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